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Abstract
This article envisions GSS-enabled interventions as
electronically supported discourses, designed and
evaluated against a gold standard of ideal speech in a
perfect
communication
environment.
A
model
incorporating Habermasian validity claims is employed to
evaluate an urban planning meeting (including the use of
the Groupsystems software tool) and meeting follow-up.
Support is found for four propositions, all of which focus
on the degree to which the application of the model
unlocks practical value. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the nature of the knowledge discovered in
GSS-enabled interventions and the potential for a
Habermasian analysis of the knowledge discovered in
other collaboration systems and technologies.

1. Introduction
Structuring the problem is a key task of the facilitator
of a GSS-enabled meeting. In more simple meetings the
facilitator may succeed in imposing an agenda. In more
complex meetings the agenda will in most cases be
contested by the participants. Value-laden conflict about
the agenda poses a significant challenge to the facilitator.
Whose interpretation should determine success in the
design, implementation and evaluation of the meeting?
Systems of inquiry such as that associated with
Churchman and Habermas may guide both participants
and the facilitator in resolving conflict in interpretation of
the structure of the problem. Yet a search of the GSS
literature revealed no papers that adopt an inquiring
systems or critical perspective to the design and
evaluation of GSS sessions.
This article envisions GSS-enabled interventions as
electronically supported discourses, designed and
evaluated against a gold standard of ideal speech in a
perfect communication environment. A GSS-enabled
intervention is considered as an occasion for the discovery
of knowledge in each of Habermas three qualitatively
different knowledge worlds. Knowledge in the personal
world is assessed against the criteria of sincerity.
Knowledge in the interpersonal world is assessed against
criteria of rightness. Knowledge in the objective world is
assessed against the criteria of truth. Conflict among
different humans (or within one reflective, yet conflicted,

human) is sought by surfacing and testing implied or
underlying assumptions about sincerity, rightness and
truth. Mutual understanding is constructed via rational
communication, that is, by arguments that test (and are
tested by) the degree to which claims to sincerity,
rightness and truth are valid. In Sheffield (2004) these
concepts are embodied in a Habermasian Inquiring
System called the VC (Validity Claims) Model and
employed to design of GSS-enabled interventions in the
strategic evaluation of a comprehensive urban plans.
This paper applies the VC-Model to the evaluation of
an urban planning meeting (including the use of the
Groupsystems software tool) and meeting follow-up.
Evidence is presented to test four propositions, each of
which focuses on the degree to which the application of
the VC-Model unlocks practical value.
Data was gathered via phenomenological longitudinal
action research that started two years before and ended
three years after the GSS-enabled meeting. Data gathering
and analysis proceeded simultaneously, driven by
reflection, and by ongoing triangulation of qualitative data
collected at different times and from different sources.
Sources included: notes from interviews, focus groups
and a three-day strategic planning workshop conducted
for urban planners; notes on 50 hours of meetings and
phone conversations with staff and consultants from a
regional planning authority; direct observations and audio
and video records of the eight-hour GSS-supported
meeting; in-depth study of the documented inputs (i.e. the
briefing papers) and outputs (i.e. the electronic transcript)
of the GSS-supported meeting; perceptions of participants
gathered at the end of the meeting in both free-text and
questionnaire form; in-depth study of the report of the
strategic evaluation of growth options published by the
regional planning authority (Auckland Regional Council
1997); correspondence and continuing contact with
regional planning authority staff; media and websites.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Findings relating to propositions 1-4 are presented in
sections 2-5 respectively. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the nature of the knowledge discovered in
GSS-enabled interventions and the potential for a
Habermasian analysis of the knowledge discovered in
other collaboration systems and technologies.
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2. Proposition One
The first proposition is that the application of the VCModel reduces equivocality about the value and purpose
of the GSS-enabled intervention in the strategic
evaluation of a comprehensive urban plan.

2.1. The VC-Model
Figure 1 presents the VC-Model developed in
Sheffield (2004). The VC-Model may provide a useful
multi-disciplinary and multi-methodological approach to
the problem-structuring aspects of GSS-enabled strategic
planning. For example, phases one to three develop
strategic intentions; steps four to six develop strategic
outcomes. There are three levels in the hierarchy. The
first or upper level assesses knowledge discovered in the
personal world against the criteria of sincerity. The
middle level assesses knowledge discovered in the
interpersonal world against criteria of rightness. The third
or lower level assesses knowledge discovered in the
objective world against the criteria of truth. Development
of intentions and outcomes produce a Wittgenstein
‘language game’ in which success is measured by
cohesion of the ‘chain of evidence’ (Yin 2003) linking
adjacent phases, and the coherence of the ‘web of
inferences’ as a whole.
PHASE 1.
1
ENVISIONING
Goal: Expression of concerns
and issues motivating each
stakeholder

PHASE 2. OBJECTIVE
SETTING
Goal: Obtain social consensus
on (SMART) objectives
PHASE 3. GENERATING
OPTIONS FOR MUTUAL
GAIN Goal: Surface many
different possible actions to
achieve objectives

Personal
commitment
(validated by
personal truthfulness
or sincerity) to..

PHASE 66.
ENACTING
Goal: Expressions of degrees of
commitment to action by
individuals and project groups

a
social consensus
(validated by
rightness)..

5
PHASE
5. EVALUATING
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS

3 ..for
4
informed action
(validated by
objective truth)

PHASE 4. GENERATING
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
Goal: Establish well-defined
packages of policy options and
criteria for choosing among them

INTENTIONS

Goal: Obtain social consensus on
the best performing scenario

OUTCOMES

Figure 1. The VC-Model
Inferences in the upper half of the VC-Model are
different from those in the lower half. The quality of each
is captured by research by Daft and Lengel (1986) into
organizational
(i.e.,
interpersonal)
information
requirements, media richness and structural design. The
top half of the VC-Model is concerned with equivocality
or conceptual confusion, while the bottom half is
concerned with uncertainty or lack of empirical data.
These concepts have been the focus of studies in sensemaking in organisations (Weick 2001), electronic media
(Ngwenyama and Lee 1997, Zack 1993), and GSS
(Sheffield 1995). In the VC-Model, activities that link

levels one and two reduce equivocality while activities
that link levels two and three reduce uncertainty. Linking
phase one and two reduces equivocality about the
multiple ways in which stakeholder visions may be
approached, stabilized and framed. Linking phases five
and six reduces equivocality about the context in which
the scenarios are meaningful. Linking phases two and
three reduces uncertainty about the multiple ways in
which the objectives can be instantiated. Linking phases
four and five reduces uncertainty about the multiple ways
in which the scenarios can be evaluated.
Conflict among different humans (or within one
reflective, yet conflicted, human) is sought by surfacing
and testing implied or underlying assumptions about
sincerity, rightness and truth. Mutual understanding is
constructed via rational communication, that is, via
arguments that test (and are tested by) the degree to which
claims to sincerity, rightness and truth are valid
(Habermas 1984, 1987). In summary, the purpose of the
VC-Model is to develop and test the coherence among
intentions and outcomes in each of Habermas three
knowledge worlds.
The concepts in the VC-Model overlap the work of
many other authors. The VC-Model is related to what
Churchman (1971) calls an inquiring system in the
Singerian tradition. Other writers in this tradition
(Courtney 2001, Mingers 2001a, 2001b, Mitroff and
Linstone 1993, Nutt 1989, Richardson and Courtney
2004) explicitly recognise three perspectives or levels in a
value hierarchy: 1. personal, 2, organisational (i.e.,
interpersonal or social) and 3. technical.
GSS-enabled strategic planning procedures are
modeled as six phases (envisioning, objective setting,
generating options for mutual gain, generating alternative
scenarios, evaluating alternative scenarios, and enacting
commitment). These phases are validated by three linked
criteria, namely “personal commitment (validated by
personal truthfulness or sincerity) to a social consensus
(validated by rightness) for informed action (validated by
objective truth).” The validity claims and detailed criteria
in the VC-Model are applied to develop and test the
coherence among strategic planning intentions and
outcomes in each of Habermas knowledge worlds.

2.2. Support for Proposition One
Proposition 1 is evaluated via the qualitative analysis
of the data sources identified in section one. These
sources included notes from interviews, focus groups and
a three-day workshop held with planning staff in the
regional and territorial authorities. Qualitative analysis of
this data showed that the more strategic activities of
regional planning staff are represented by the six phases
of the VC-Model.
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Additional evidence was generated by engagement
with, and a thematic appreciation of, articles appearing in
local newspapers (primarily The New Zealand Herald),
and local authority websites (primarily Auckland
Regional Council or ARC). Because action on each step is
ongoing and is contested by many stakeholder groups on
almost a daily basis, the content is voluminous and
fragmented, and lacks conceptual integration. For
example, a New Zealand Herald article on 9 June 2003 is
headlined ‘ARC accused of bringing the rail business plan
to a halt’. An article on the following day proclaims
‘Ratepayers in Rodney District and North Shore City will
be paying for the new rail network, but not gaining
benefits from it’. In summary there is evidence of
considerable confusion. Perhaps the only thing that
stakeholders agree on is that mutual understanding and
the criteria by which it may be evaluated is lacking, but
sorely needed.
The VC-Model criteria for success, linked to the
validity claims in each of Habermas knowledge worlds,
encompass the ‘triple bottom line’ focus of the strategic
urban plan, the types of knowledge required to understand
these issues, and therefore the value and purpose of the
GSS-enabled intervention, i.e., the strategic evaluation of
a comprehensive urban plan (Table 2). This table and the
supporting urban planning literature cited in Sheffield
(2004) provides theoretical support for the role that the
validity claims in the VC-Model play in the strategic
evaluation of a comprehensive urban plan.
Table 2. VC-Model criteria and the value and
purpose of the GSS-enabled intervention
VC -M odel
crit eria for
s uccess

P ersonal
Com mit m ent
to

a
Soci al
Cons ensus
for
Inform ed
A ct ion

St rat egic
urban
p lanning
focus es on t he
‘t rip le bot t om
line’

Environment

Soci et y

Economy

U rban
A pp reciat ing t he
p lanning
t rip le bot t om
meet ing
line requir es
p rocesses and
t hree typ es of
out comes
know ledge
mus t reflect ..
Individual
beliefs,
meanin gs,
values and
emot ions
R oles, norms ,
social p ract ices,
cult ure and
p ow er relat ions
M at erial and
p hy sical
p rocesses and
arrangem ent s

Exp res sion of
p ersonal
exp erienc e

intervention in the strategic
comprehensive urban plan.

evaluation

of

a

3. Proposition Two
This section tests support for the proposition that GSS
enables meeting processes that reduce uncertainty about
the
constructive
enactment
of
interpersonal
understanding.
Data was gathered by direct observation, and by audio
and video records of the eight-hour GSS-supported
meeting; in-depth study of the documented inputs (i.e. the
briefing papers) and outputs (i.e. the electronic transcript).
The following focuses on the analysis of a survey of
participant’s perceptions and the degree to which the
findings may be explained by the existing GSS literature.
Survey instruments are available in the literature to
evaluate the instrumentality or supportiveness provided
by GSS. Survey instruments to collect participant’s selfreports have focussed on: negotiation payoffs, group
process gains and losses, participant satisfaction and
effectiveness, facilitation and/or electronic technology
and GSS performance on different types of tasks. The
current study uses an instrument previously applied to
evaluate GSS-enabled strategic planning (Sheffield and
Gallupe 1995). This instrument is generally consistent
with the VC-Model. It measures effectiveness at three
levels: 1.Overall, 2. Resources and 3. Process. The
constructs at the process level are also derived from a
model that is generally consistent with the VC-Model
(Fig. 2).

..

VC -M odel
validit y
claims
(H abermas
1984-87)
P ersonal
t rut hfulness
or sincerit y

Process
Focus
Focus on Affect
and Group
Maintenance
(Value)
Focus on Cognition
and Task
Completion

P art icip at ion
in t he social
w orld

R ight ness

A ct ion t o
mas t er t he
m at erial w orld

O bject ive
T rut h

In summary, qualitative analysis of empirical data and
urban planning theory identify that the six steps and three
validity claims in the VC-Model are central to the purpose
of the strategic evaluation of a comprehensive urban plan.
This finding, together with the finding that confusion and
conflict are endemic in urban planning suggests that the
application of the VC-Model will reduce equivocality
about the value and purpose of the GSS-enabled

Divergent Thinking
Process

Convergent Thinking
Process

Steps 1 & 2.
Reduce Perceived
Conflict & Barriers
to Communication

Steps 5 & 6. Obtain
Informed Consensus
For Action

Steps 2 & 3.
Enhance Active
Participation

Steps 4 & 5. Ensure
Learning Occurs

Figure 2. GSS Instrumentality: Measuring the
effectiveness of the process
The survey instrument was administered to all
participants at the end of the GSS-enabled meeting.
Participants’ perception of the effectiveness of the GSSenabled meeting averages 5.9 on a 7 point scale (1 =
Ineffective, 7 = Effective) (Fig. 3).
Anonymous comments were collected from
participants by means of the Groupsystems Topic
Commenter tool. The responses were overwhelmingly
positive. Many people expressed surprise that the
technology existed and stated that the meeting outcomes
would not have been possible without the use of GSS. In
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summary, evidence on participants’ performance (which
includes the joint production of an 80-page document)
and participants’ perceptions support Proposition 2.

Level 1:

Overall
effectiveness = 5.8

5.8
Overall

Level 2:

5.8
Facilitation

Level 3:
6.1
Reduced
Barriers

6.2
Partic ipation

Effectiveness
of resources = 5.8

5.9
Technology

5.5
Learning,
and Info.
Exchange

ARC planners intend that the key outcome of the GSSenabled intervention is personal commitment from
planners in the seven constituent territorial authorities to a
social consensus for action informed by the performance
of three scenarios against a comprehensive set of strategic
criteria. Claims based on the detailed criteria in the VCModel are examined in the following sections. Section 4.1
explores the evaluation of objective truth, section 4.2
explores the evaluation of rightness, and section 4.3
explores the evaluation of truthfulness or sincerity.

4.1 Evaluation of Objective Truth
Effectiveness
of process = 6.0
6.1
Meeting
Outcomes

Participants’ perception of the effectiveness of the GSS-enab led meeting
(1 = Ineffective, 7 = Effective)

Figure 3. Participants’ perceptions of GSS
instrumentality
Empirical evidence strongly supports the proposition
that meeting processes increased participant’s ability to
listen to each other. This finding may not be satisfactorily
explained by the existing GSS literature. Because the
issues were contentious, the anonymity of the text
messages prepared in silence and delivered using
Groupsystems Topic Commenter provided much-needed
psychological safety. The following paragraph provides
some evidence that the technology was instrumental in
providing silence as well as anonymity and that the
former is at least as important as the latter. Silence is not
mentioned in the literature surveyed in the introduction.
The facilitator’s observations of the meeting were
supported by the video record. The audio track indicated
that the meeting was silent for four out of the eight hours.
Participant’s concentration was intense and reminiscent of
the concentration of students taking a final exam. Periods
without social interaction created the time and space
required for personal reflection. Silence (rather than
anonymity) supported the more truthful invocation and
sincere expression of personal experience. Silence (rather
than anonymity) provided the personal space for each
participant to entertain the possibility that other(s)
insights may also be right. While silence promoted
readiness for mutual problem solving or trust,
equivocality about rightness is reduced by social presence
and a rich communication medium (not anonymity)
(Sheffield 1995, Zack 1993).

Objective truth and a cognitive, objectivating attitude
towards the facts drive phases three and four of the VCModel (Figure 1). The detailed criteria (viz., goal,
strategy, procedure, issues, problems) in seeking objective
truth are described in Sheffield (2004). Studies by
technical experts are conducted within each planning subarea. All three scenarios specify common input
parameters and values (e.g., population growth) and
common output criteria and indicators (e.g., population
density and distribution). The experts employ rigorous
procedures to measure, for example, trip times in minutes,
pollutants in parts per million, and the costs of
implementing each scenario.
Cognitive conflict is managed via the use of a
hierarchy of criteria and supporting indicators. Yet the
complexity of the issues is such that the indicators are not
well grounded in fact. For example without detailed (and
therefore expensive) study all cost estimates are
approximate. While claims to objective truth are mostly
successful within the more analytical sub-disciplines they
are less successful at higher levels of inclusiveness, and
impossible to separate, resolve or rank.

Strategic criteria and
supporting indicators

Level 1:

???
???
?

Strategic

Level 2:
Environmental

Cost

Evaluation criteria for
each sub-model
Social

Cost

Level 3:
Economic

Demographic

?

Location

Transport/
Access

Planning
sub-models

Claims to objective truth: 1. Were mostly successful within the more analytical sub-disciplines.
2. Were less successful at higher levels of inclusiveness. 3. Were approximate and impossible to
separate, resolve or rank.

4. Proposition Three
This section tests support for the proposition that the
application of the detailed criteria in the VC-Model
reduces uncertainty about the knowledge discovered.

Figure 4. Evaluating claims to objective truth
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In summary, there is no analytically sound method of
combining knowledge from different sub-specialties. The
meaning of, and the values given for, the indicators reflect
participants’ relationships and personal pre-conceptions,
pre-judgments and pre-judices as well as the ‘facts’
established by experts. Figure 4 identifies the overall
nature of the result. Under the norms of a cognitive,
objectivating attitude towards the facts, the ‘truth’ is that
all three options are equal.

4.2 Evaluation of Rightness
Rightness and establishing legitimate interpersonal
relations drive phases two and five of the VC-Model (Fig.
1). The detailed criteria (viz., goal, strategy, procedure,
issues, problems) in seeking rightness are described in
Sheffield (2004). The scenario options and criteria are
documented in a simplified 150-page briefing document
and evaluated by the reaction/interpretation by
stakeholder groups. The briefing document is designed to
support judgments based on the rows (criteria) and
columns (scenarios or options) of a standard multi-criteria
decision framework. The nature of the urban planning
process is such that, after seven years of effort: 1. many
issues remain ill-defined, intertwined and contentious; 2.
unforeseen contingencies (including unexpected increase

in the urban population) have introduced new planning
requirements.
Establishing legitimate interpersonal relations, and
maintaining them over a long period of time, is the key to
appreciating and evaluating the complex (recursive)
interconnections among the elements of the planning
process. The GSS-enabled meeting will couple the
shaping of social presence via the intendedly-neutral
facilitator and his choice of communication media, with
the efficiency of GSS technology. The combination is
intended to 1. support the creation of a socially and
politically acceptable method of surfacing, recording and
analysing the diverse interests of stakeholders, 2. assist in
managing conflicting interests and in ensuring the
attendance of parties who are weak and/or intransigent.
The use of the Groupsystems GSS software and an
experienced facilitator did appear to produce the process
support, process structuring and content structuring
effects documented in Dennis et al (1997). On each of the
five urban planning criteria individual participants: 1.
produced an eight-page aggregation of individual views,
2. participated in discussion that lead to group consensus
on a non-redundant list of key issues, 3. rated issues to
produce a group consensus on a prioritized list of key
issues, and 4. produced a succinct personal summary in
the form of a one-line preference ordering of the three
options (Sheffield 2004, Table 9). The electronic record

Table 3. Evaluating claims to rightness – pattern of evidence

Dialogue
on performance of
each option
against each
criterion

Option 1:
Consolidation
-more environmental,
etc, planning controls
-higher density
-more passenger transportation
(buses, light rail)

Criterion A:
Economic
Values
Criterion B:
Amenity & Landscape Values

Option 3:
Expansion
-less environmental, etc,
planning controls
-lower density
-more private transport
(cars)

Claims to consensus were:
1.

Strengthened by a group consensus on the nature of the
evidence and the prioritised lists of key issues within
each criterion. (Some 10 pages of evidence were
recorded and discussed on each criterion through the
use of Groupsystems’ Topic Commenter.)

2.

Weakened by the disparity between these social
agreements and the associated preference orderings.
(The latter is a one-line entry recorded privately,
without discussion, by each participant.)

Criterion C:
Housing Choice
Criterion D:
Access and
Transportation

Option 2:
Composite
of
- consolidation
- expansion
Options

Criterion E:
Coastal Water
Quality
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of these activities provides evidence on the judgment
policy of participants as they made decisions at increasing
levels of aggregation. Note that the judgments elicited in
step 1 relate more directly to the intendedly-objective
evidence in the briefing document prepared by the
regional council, the judgments elicited in steps 2 and 3
reflect more directly the collective norms of the
stakeholders from the seven authorities, and the private
judgment elicited in step 4 reflects more directly the
personal views of individual participants. (Fig. 1)
The use of Groupsystems Topic Commenter (Sheffield
2004) did produce a well-documented consensus that,
based on the nature of the evidence in the briefing
document and the prioritised list of key issues, all options
are equally preferred (tables 3 and 4). For example, on
two of the five urban planning criteria the highest priority
issue was a statement to the effect that there was ‘no
difference between the options’. No clear statements of
difference emerged from the ten pages of electronic text
generated on any of the five urban planning criteria. Yet
when participants expressed their preferences they chose
Option 1 on four out of five criteria (Table 4).
This discrepancy between the pattern of evidence on
each criterion and the summary of preferences was noted
at the time by several of the non-voting participant
observers and the facilitator. One explanation offered is
that at lower levels of aggregation participants place more
weight on the (more objective) briefing document and at
higher levels they place more weight on their (more
personal) experience and opinions (Fig. 2). While the
cause for the discrepancy is as yet unclear, what is clear is
that, under the norms of established legitimate
interpersonal relationships, Option 1 is more ‘right’ for
the participants than Option 2 or Option 3. (See the
underlined modal values in Table 4).
Table 4. Evaluating claims
Summary of preferences
CRITERION

A: $Cost
B: Amenity &
landscape
values
C: Housing
choice
D: Access &
transportation
E: Coastal
water quality

OPTION ONE
Circle one:
++ / + / 0 / - / --

to

rightness:

OPTION THREE
Circle one:
++ / + / 0 / - / --

3

5

6

2

0

0

2

3

6

5

4

7

3

1

1

3

1

3

4

5

1

7

3

3

2

5

7

2

1

1

5

7

3

1

0

1

3

2

5

5

5

1

4

4

2

0

1

2

3

10

4.3 Evaluation of Personal Truthfulness or
Sincerity
Personal truthfulness or sincerity and disclosure of
speaker’s subjectivity drive phases one and six of the VCModel (Figure 1). The detailed criteria (viz., goal,
strategy, procedure, issues, problems) in seeking personal
truthfulness or sincerity are described in Sheffield (2004).
The goal is disclosure of speaker’s subjectivity,
unconstrained by the structure of the model and
unrestrained by social agreements. The strategy is to
invite each voting participant to write a personalized
account of what it will be like to live in Auckland in 2021
under each of options 1, 2 and 3, then invite them to read
other’s accounts to identify the most valuable visions.
Through the use of the Groupsystems Topic Commenter
tool this envisioning procedure is completed in 50
minutes. Because each account is identified only by a
code, anonymity is almost complete.
Issues and problems were encountered in the
procedures for establishing objective truth and rightness.
Issues and problems also exist with the subjectivity
encouraged by this highly aggregated or holistic
procedure (Sheffield 2004). Shallow thinking is not
necessarily the problem insomuch as most participants
have been involved over a period of years in the iterative
development of the plan that they are now strategically
evaluating.
In the GSS-enabled meeting participants did feel free
to express personal commitment to act for or against each
option. The results are striking. The most valued visions
of what it is like to live in Auckland in 2021 showed
intense personal support for Option 1, a lack of
engagement with Option 2, and a willingness to work
against Option 3. Under the norms of disclosure of
speaker’s subjectivity 14 of the 16 participants stated that
they will, in all truthfulness, only support Option 1.
This is a very different judgment to the more moderate
support given Option 1 under the norms of rightness
(section 4.2) and the lack of separation between the three
options found under the norms of objective truth (section
4.1).
The evidence on all three validity claims is consistent
with the explanation that at lower levels of aggregation
participants place more weight on the (more objective)
briefing document and at higher levels they place more
weight on their (more personal) experience and opinions.
This explanation entails the supposition that, overall, the
personal opinions of participants do not match the
evidence in the 150-page brief. Discussion on this issue is
continued in section five.
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5. Proposition Four
This section tests the proposition that reflection on the
GSS-supported meeting and the validity claims in the VCModel enhance the value of the knowledge discovered.
The author’s reflection on the GSS-supported meeting
was assisted by his continuing contact with participants
(section 3) and experience with previous GSS-supported
meetings for strategic planning (Sheffield and Gallupe
1995). A key meeting outcome was the momentum
(informed consensus for action) generated by enhanced
goodwill and an 80+ page document. The latter
documented in considerable detail the focus on each of
the VC-Model criteria and the rich interconnection of
evidence from separate evaluative frames. Different
judgments were made from technical, social and personal
frames that participants appeared to accept as valid. The
meaning associated with the resultant pattern of
judgments remained a mystery for some months after the
meeting had ended.
Reflection on the evaluation of objective truth revealed
that, although many ‘facts’ had been documented about
the scenario options, the analysis of options was
considered by a majority of participants to be
insufficiently extreme to produce significant variance.
The preference rankings that participants could not
separate were based on options evaluated over a 30-year
planning horizon and a 50% growth in population. In
response some participants advocated that the options be
reworked with a 50-year planning horizon and a 100%
growth in population.
Reflection on the evaluation of rightness also placed
considerable weight on the extensive documentation
gathered by means of GSS technology on a rich array of
qualitative responses to the 150-page briefing document.
Some participants (including the facilitator) were puzzled
and perturbed that the prioritized lists of key issues
indicated no preference for any one option while the
preference ratings indicated a clear preference for one
scenario option (section 4.2).
The puzzle about the meaning of this difference was
replaced by the growing realization that participants were
expressing their belief that the scenarios investigated
failed to capture important aspects of the debate. The
richness of the GSS-enabled intervention was providing
evidence that two perspectives were being addressed
simultaneously: 1. denoting the objectively right answer
to the questions framed by the seven-year planning cycle;
2. expressing personal concerns that the planning cycle
should address the right questions. Upon reflection the
facilitator and others agreed that: 1. reducing uncertainty
within a given framework is qualitatively different from,
and not reducible to, 2. reducing equivocality about the
rightness of the framework. The discrepancy found
between the two answers is not an error but a measure of
the sensitivity of the results of inquiry to evaluative

frames that are theoretically distinct and mutually
complementary.
Reflection on the evaluation of personal truthfulness
or sincerity added considerable weight to this
interpretation. This dialogue was not constrained by the
plan or restrained by the social presence of those who
produced the plan. It produced incontrovertible
personalized and subjective evidence that participants
strongly favored only one option. In the light of this
finding the inability to separate the options based on a 30year planning horizon appeared suspect. Participants
recommended that a new planning round should be
conducted based on scenario options that looked out far
enough to capture the ‘facts’ and/or to legitimate the
‘values’ that participants considered most important.
Planners for the regional authority began to agree. They
completed another planning round called ‘The Growth
Forum’ in only two years that found strong support for
Option 1 (higher density, more buses, light rail, etc).
Armed with these insights we can understand more
clearly the three-fold nature of GSS instrumentality in
strategic planning: 1. Support for the ‘psychological
safety’ needed to invoke and express multiple individual
perspectives (Personal level); 2. Support for dialog that
interweaves evidence (reflections and experiences,
decisions and actions, individual feelings and objective
facts) from multiple, conflicting yet mutually supportive
evaluative frames (Social level); 3. Support for the
development and documentation of validity claims about
objective truth, rightness and personal truthfulness or
sincerity, and the degree of coherence among them
(Technical level).
It is noted that GSS instrumentality or support cannot
be understood without a model of inquiry (in this case the
VC-Model) that identifies the design criteria against
which the success of strategic urban planning is
evaluated.

6. Conclusion
This article envisions GSS-enabled interventions as
electronically supported discourses, designed and
evaluated against a gold standard of ideal speech in a
perfect communication environment. Evidence has been
presented that an experienced facilitator may employ GSS
technology to design and evaluate an electronic discourse
that surfaces conflict among different humans (or within
one reflective, yet conflicted, human) in a constructive
manner. Mutual understanding is constructed via rational
communication, that is, by arguments that test (and are
tested by) the degree to which claims to sincerity,
rightness and truth are valid.
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Table 5. Correspondence between Propositions
and the VC-Model
Propositions Investigated

VC-Model

1. The application of the VCModel reduces equivocality
about the value and purpose
of the GSS-enabled intervention (Section 2)

1. Linking phase one and two
of the VC-Model reduces
equivocality about the multiple
ways in which stakeholder
visions may be approached,
stabilized and framed.

2. GSS enables meeting
processes
that
reduce
uncertainty about the reality
of
interpersonal
understanding (Section 3)

2. Linking phases two and three
of the VC-Model reduces
uncertainty about the multiple
ways in which the objectives
can be instantiated.

3. The application of the
detailed criteria in the VCModel reduces uncertainty
about
the
knowledge
discovered (Section 4)

3. Linking phases four and five
of the VC-Model reduces
uncertainty about the multiple
ways in which the scenarios can
be evaluated.

4. Reflection on the validity
claims in the VC-Model and
the GSS-enabled intervention
reduces equivocality about
the value of the knowledge
discovered (Section 5)

4.. Linking phases five and six
of the VC-Model reduces
equivocality about the context
in which the scenarios are
meaningful.

These concepts are embodied in a Habermasian
Inquiring System called the VC (Validity Claims) Model
and employed to design and evaluate the GSS-enabled
strategic evaluation of a comprehensive urban plan. The
validity claims and detailed criteria in the VC-Model are
applied to develop and test the coherence among strategic
planning intentions and outcomes in each of Habermas
knowledge worlds. Inferences in the upper half of the VCModel are concerned with equivocality or conceptual
confusion, while the bottom half is concerned with
uncertainty or lack of empirical data.
Evidence for the four propositions in Table 1 were
presented in sections two through five. The overall shape
of the argument both tests and is tested by some key
concepts in sensemaking and Habermasian inquiring
systems. For example both the propositions and the
underlying phenomenon of GSS-enabled electronic
discourse employ the concepts of equivocality and
uncertainty. In both Table 1 and the VC-Model
equivocality is reduced in the upper part and uncertainty
in the lower part. This correspondence is documented in
Table 5.

6.1 Nature of the knowledge discovered in GSSenabled interventions
Inquiry in strategic urban planning is inquiry in an area
that has a ‘hidden profile’ and is therefore the occasion
for confusion, disagreement, conflict and the exercise of
power. The evidence presented in sections four and five

described the degree of coherence among strategic
planning intentions and outcomes in each of Habermas
knowledge worlds. The nature of the knowledge
discovered about preferences for Option 1 over Options 2
and 3 is summarized in Figure 5.
Personal
knowledge
Stakeholders
representatives

Personal
knowledge
Strong

Social knowledge
Multi-criteria
decision
framework

Social knowledge
Moderate

Technical
knowledge
Studies by
technical experts
INTENTIONS

Valuation of
personal visions

Preference
orderings
of options
Technical
knowledge

None

PREFERENCES

Prioritized lists of
key issues
OUTCOMES

Figure 5. Nature of the knowledge discovered
about preferences for Option 1 over Options 2
and 3
Stakeholders preference for Option 1 became apparent
only after they moved beyond on the studies by technical
experts (Fig. 3) and the prioritized lists of key issues
(Table 3). A more personal and reflective process is
responsible for the preference orderings of options (Table
4) and the valuation of personal visions (section 4.3). The
discrepancies between decision outcomes were the
occasion for considerable confusion. On reflection this is
not an error but a measure of the sensitivity of the results
of inquiry to evaluative frames that are theoretically
distinct and mutually complementary (Fig 6).
Personal
knowledge
Stakeholder
representatives

Personal
knowledge
Sincerity

Social knowledge
Multi-criteria
decision
framework

Social knowledge
Rightness

Technical
knowledge
Studies by
technical experts
INTENTIONS

Valuation of
personal visions

Preference
orderings
of options
Technical
knowledge

Truth

VALIDITY CLAIMS

Prioritized lists of
key issues
OUTCOMES

Figure 6. Some elements of a Habermasian
Inquiring System for strategic planning
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6.2 The potential for a Habermasian analysis of
the knowledge discovered in other collaboration
systems and technologies
This article envisions GSS-enabled interventions as
electronically supported discourses, designed and
evaluated against a gold standard of ideal speech in a
perfect communication environment. The system of
inquiry sketched in figures 1 and 6 may be applied in
areas beyond GSS-enabled strategic planning to discover
the degree of coherence among intentions and outcomes
in each of Habermas knowledge worlds. Other GSS
applications, and other collaboration systems and
technologies that require facilitation and problem
structuring, will likely benefit from a Habermasian
perspective on inquiry. The power of the Habermasian
approach lies not in the achievement of enlightenment but
in the appreciation of the nature of ignorance.
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